Abstract: Two-dimensional system of hard cyclic heptamers is studied by Monte Carlo simulations. Isotherms of various crystalline structures formed by the heptamers are obtained. Melting as well as structural phase transitions between crystalline structures are localized. Above melting a rotational phase is observed of hexagonal lattice and isotropic distribution of molecular orientations. With increasing density the coupling between the orientational and rotational degrees of freedom leads to appearance of clearly anisotropic patterns of the atomic density distribution around the lattice sites. These patterns exhibit 6-fold symmetry.
INTRODUCTION
The planar hard cyclic heptamer molecule, for simplicity further referred to as heptamer, consists of seven equidiameter hard discs-"atoms" 1 whose centres form a perfect.heptagon of sides equal to the diameter of the discs. Although the heptamer "molecule", with its purely geometrical interactions, does not exist in nature, there are a few reasons for which the thermodynamic and structural properties of systems composed of such molecules are worth to study. These reasons are discussed below.
The heptamer is an example of a hard body. Hard body systems are, in general, important reference systems in the theory of fluids [1, 2] . Systems of hard molecules can also model other condensed matter phases. Using molecules of various shapes one can obtain, e.g., liquid crystalline phases [2] , various crystalline phases, including orientationally disordered phases [3] , and even thermodynamically stable, aperiodic solid phases (degenerate crystals) [4] . Models with hard interactions are attractive (both from the point of view of the theory and computer simulations) for the simplicity of their phase diagrams. Purely geometric interactions imply that for such models the whole phase diagram can be obtained by simple scaling of a single isotherm.
This simple scaling (by temperature) can be also applied to some important thermodynamic quantities, like pressure or elastic constants, describing the hard body systems.
In studies of hard-body systems, particular attention has been paid to the convex bodies [2] because various rigorous results arc known for them [5] [6] [7] and using convex bodies one can speed up simulations in some thermodynamic ensembles. Although the heptamer is not a convex molecule, it belongs to so called star-shaped bodies 2 . The star-shaped bodies, being as convenient as the convex bodies in certain computer simulations [8] , can model broader class of molecules than the convex bodies. At present, however, relatively few results are available for the hard starshaped bodies. In this context the study of hard heptamer system is useful as it enlarges the amount of available data on non-convex hard star-shaped bodies.
The heptamer is one of the simplest examples of a molecule exhibiting the 7-fold symmetry axis. This axis is the next lowest axis, after the 5-fold one, forbidden in periodic crystalline phases. It is interesting, in general, what kinds of dense structures can be obtained from highly symmetric molecules of symmetries forbidden in crystals. In contrast to various studies of model systems containing particles of pentagonal-like shape [9] [10] [11] , the present authors are not aware of any investigations of planar particles of heptagonal-like shape.
Another interesting problem is related to dense structures of heptamers. The close packed structure observed in simulations of hard cyclic pentamers (which are composed of five discsatoms with centers placed at vertices of a perfect pentagon of sides equal to the disc diameters) is formed of pentamer rows showing "anti-parallel" orientations [10, 11] . It can be shown that the heptamers can form two close packed structures of this kind and these structures have almost the same density. It is interesting if this quasi-degeneracy shows any influence on the phase diagram and properties of the system. Such studies can be useful for better understanding thermodynamic stability of solid phases.
Being an anisotropic and non-convex molecule, the heptamer is also an attractive candidate for testing some computational methods. In particular, one can check how a simple method of calculating the elastic properties of solid phases by computer simulation [12] will work for an anisotropic system. Moreover, as such calculations require generating very long cycles of random numbers, they can be also used as practical efficiency tests of some random number generators [13] [14] [15] , Last but not least, it is worth to mention that even a study of very artificial systems can be a source of important information concerning real systems. (The best known example is the Ising model.) Some years ago, it has been pointed out that certain systems of anisotropic (non-convex) hard-bodies can exhibit anomalous Poisson's ratio at high densities [16] , It is interesting if such a counterintuitive behaviour can be observed in the heptamer system. It should be stressed here that systems of negative Poisson's ratio are not just theoretical curiosities but can find a lot of interesting applications. They have been manufactured more than a decade ago [17] and since that time they have been a subject of very intensive studies [18] ,
The main aim of this paper is to determine the elastic properties of the densest phases of heptamers by applying the strain-fluctuation method [12] , This study extends the amount of available data concerning systems consisted of anisotropic molecules interacting through strongly anharmonic potentials. Such data are useful to construct various theoretical approximations and necessary to test such approximations. As a by-product we obtain some information on the equation of state and structural properties of the heptamers.
The paper is organized as follows. Thé Section 2 concerns the equation of state (EOS) and structural properties of the heptamer system. In Section 3, the elastic constants of dense crystalline structures of the heptamers are discussed. The Section 4 contains a summary and conclusions.
THE EOS OF THE HEPTAMER SYSTEM
Usually, the structure of the ground state of a system determines the structure and the properties of its lowest-temperature phase. So, simulating a low-temperature crystalline phase of a system, it is natural to start simulations from the ground state configuration. In the case of hardbody systems the latter one corresponds to the system structure at close packing. When the ground state (the close packed structure) of a system is not known before simulations, one may try to find it by using the simulations. For smooth interaction potentials the most natural way to achieve this task is to start from a high-temperature (disordered) state and then decrease the temperature slowly enough to allow the system for annealing possible defects. The final state (usually well ordered) reached in such a process can be considered as stable (or, at least, meta-stable) at the lowest temperatures. For hard-body systems the corresponding process of searching for the close packed structure requires increasing the pressure to temperature ratio.
In principle, one could expect that within such a computational experiment the complete EOS would be determined for the system studied. In fact, however, there is a possibility that some metastable phases are obtained, what should modify interpretation of obtained results. For this reason it is meaningful to perform the next computational experiment by continuing the simulations in the opposite direction, i.e. with decreasing pressure to temperature ratio. Obviously, obtaining the same results in both experiments is a necessary condition to expect that the obtained data represent the EOS of the system. However, one should be aware that this is not a sufficient condition, in general. The studies of the heptamer system, described below, clearly illustrate such a possibility.
The structure of the densest phase of the heptamers was not known before the simulations. Thus, constant pressure Monte Carlo simulations (of N = 780 molecules) in a box of variable shape,see e.g. [19] , were initiated at veiy low value of the dimensionless pressure, p* = pσ
where the thermodynamically stable phase is fluid. In the fluid phase the system was both translationally and orientationally disordered. After equilibration, the dimensionless pressure was slowly increased in subsequent runs what resulted in decreasing the system volume 3 . Freezing of the fluid the simulation box was relaxed became important because the system could "choose" the equilibrium structure. Hexagonal lattice of the mean positions of the molecular mass centres was As the system is planar the volume means the area of the system. In this paper a dimensionless volume, being the ratio of the system area to its area at the closest known packing, is used.
was observed around p* 1.0, see Fig. 1 . Above the freezing transition the fact that the shape of Fig. 1 . The EOS of the heptamers. The dimensionless volume v* is defined as the ratio of the volume of the system to the volume of the close packed structure denoted by J2 (see Fig. 4c ) which is the densest known structure of the heptamers. The heptamer molecule is shown in the left upper comer. The insert below it presents the enlarged transition region between the hexagonal crystalline phase with molecular rotation (rotational phase) and a crystalline structure without molecular rotation (the B-structure), see Fig. 4b . The inserts on the right show the atomic probability density around a crystalline lattice site a) in the low-density rotational phase (p* = 2), b) in the high-density rotational phase (p* = 6), and c) in the B-structure (p* = 20), respectively molecular centres has been spontaneously reduced and the molecular rotation froze. The unit cell consisted of two molecules and the atomic pattern around the lattice sites showed clearly 7-fold symmetry, see Fig. lc . No qualitative changes have been observed in the system when p* was further increased up to the value p* = 10 7 (which can be seen as infinity) and the system tended to the close packed structure marked in Fig. 3 as the B-structure.
To check if the system would behave in the same way when p* is decreased, the second experiment was performed, starting from the final state of the first experiment. The results were the same except some hysteresis near the structural (first order) phase transition in the solid able to rotate, some structure of the 6-fold symmetry became visible in the atomic distribution around the lattice sites, see Fig. lb. This indicated a strong coupling between orientational and translational degrees of freedom in the system. The origin of the 6-fold symmetry of the found pattern is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Such behaviour was earlier observed in the planar hard cyclic pentamer system [10] ,
The hexagonal structure remained qualitatively unchanged (but some quantitative changes were observed: the distances between the lattice sites were decreasing, the pattern around the lattice sites was becoming sharper, and the molecular rotation was slower at higher densities) Fig. 2 . An example explaining the influence of translational-rotational (TR) coupling on the symmetry of the "atomic" patterns formed by heptamers around the lattice sites: a) a highly symmetric pattern formed without any TR coupling, b) a pattern of 6-fold symmetry obtained at a strong TR coupling. The red dots represent centres of the discs and the molecular centre at "zero" orientation, the green dots are obtained by applying to this molecule rotations by kπ/6 (k= 1,..., 5) with respect to the centre of the coordinate system formed. However, the molecular orientations remained disordered, the molecules were almost freely rotating, and the "atomic" density distribution was seen as ring-like patterns around the lattice sites; an example is shown in Fig. la . Three close packed structures of the heptamers for which the elastic constants were studied in this paper: a) the Astructure of rectangular lattice and two molecules per unit cell, b) the B-structure of rectangular lattice and two molecules per unit cell, c) the J2-structure of rectangular lattice and four molecules per unit cell. The line segments with one end in the molecular centre represent the molecular orientation angle (with respect to the x-axis) multiplied by 7. It can be seen that the lattice of the heptamer mass centres of the B-structure is much closer to the hexagonal lattice than the corresponding lattice of the A-structure. The J2 structure is the densest of known structures formed by the heptamers.
compressed. Some small hysteresis was also observed near melting. At a first look the described above simulation results might suggest that the problem of the heptamer phase diagram has been solved. Namely, one might expect that only thermodynamically stable phases have been observed in the whole pressure range. However, a closer inspection of the Fig. 3 , clearly indicates that the crystalline structure, denoted by A, which is denser at close packing than the B-structure found in the simulations. It is worth to notice that the lattice of the B-structure is closer to the hexagonal lattice than the lattice of the A-structure.
The packing argument implies that the B-structure observed in the simulation cannot be thermodynamically stable in the whole density range where the molecular rotation is frozen. The simplest scenario consistent with the described simulations and the close packing argument would require presence of a phase transition between the structures A and B at very high densities. Such and "jumped" to a new structure shown in Fig. 4c . In this paper the latter structure will be referred to as the J2-structure. The J2-structure was observed until a transition to the hexagonal lattice phase, see the insert in Fig. 1 . The transition from the B-structure to the hexagonal crystal with rotation was observed at p* 10.5 what is about 30 percent less than when the system was a transition might be revealed at decompression of the A-structure. Further studies were then necessary. The next simulation experiment was started from the A-structure at the dimensionless pressure p* = 2000. In subsequent runs the pressure was slowly reduced. No qualitative change of the Astructure was observed down to p* 11 where the system rapidly decreased the relative volume scenario was found as in the first experiment when the B-structure was decompressed.
It should be stressed that the J2-structure is the densest of the known packings of the heptamers. When compressed from the state of pressure just above the spontaneous transformation to with hindered rotation of the molecules has occurred at p* 6.5. Below this pressure the same prove that all these structures are at least metastable in a certain high-density region. This is sufficient to enable one for computing their elastic properties in the (meta-)stability range by using the strain-fluctuation method what is the subject of the following section.
ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF THE HEPTAMER SYSTEM
Computations of elastic properties of the heptamer crystalline structures were performed by the strain-fluctuations method [12, 20] , We will not describe this method here, restricting ourselves to the basic definitions only.
The (variable) periodic box is such that it can be described by the symmetric box matrix, h ij , the columns of which are formed by the components of the edge-vectors of the box. The (Lagrange) strain tensor, ε ij , can be then written as [20] ( 2) where the meaning of the averages is discussed in [12] and volume is calculated as V= det (h).
For two-dimensional hard-body systems it is convenient to use dimensionless elastic compliances:
where the zero index denotes the reference state. In the constant pressure simulations, it is convenient to define the reference state as the equilibrium state at the simulation pressure. The components of the tensor of the elastic compliances [12] can be then expressed by fluctuations of the components of the strain tensor as follows Table I . The equation of state and the dimensionless elastic compliances of the B-structure for various numbers, N, of the heptamers in the system.
The Voigt notation is used here and in the following tables and figures Table III To test the dependence of the results on the system size (i.e. number of particles) a few series of runs were performed for various N for the B-structure at a few pressures. The obtained elastic compliances are shown in Table I . In all tables and figures the Voigt notation is used. It can be seen that the results for systems of various sizes are within the obtained experimental errors. These results indicate that the elastic compliances of a perfect structure in the thermodynamic limit are well approximated (within a few percent accuracy) by even the smallest system studied. For this reason further studies have been done for systems consisted of N= 36 heptamers.
The elastic compliances of the three dense crystalline structures (A, B, J2) of the heptamers are collected in Tables II-IV and their Knowledge of the elastic compliances allows one to calculate all the elastic properties of the system, including the Poisson's ratio. As the dense structures of the heptamers are anisotropic, the Poisson's ratio can depend on the direction, in general. In Fig. 9 the dependencies of the Poisson's ratio on the relative volume are shown in the xy and yx directions. It is easy to notice that in the case of the B-structure the Poisson's ratios show a strong dependence on the direction and volume. In the denser structures A and J2 this dependencies are much weaker. Studies of the equation of state and structure of the heptamer system indicate that fluid freezes into a rotational phase of hexagonal lattice. Close to melting the atomic density distribution around the lattice sites is almost circular. At higher pressures, atomic patterns of 6-fold symmetry have been observed in this phase around each lattice site. This proves the existence of a strong translational-rotational coupling. Existence of a continuous phase transition between strongly hindered and almost free rotation is expected in this system in the vicinity of p* = 2.8. This is in a close analogy to the planar hard cyclic pentamers [10, 11] , At very high pressures the molecular rotation is frozen and the system forms a periodic lattice of lower symmetry. Three different crystalline structures were simulated at very high pressures. Thermodynamic stability ranges of these structures have not been determined. This is because standard simulations, like the present studies, are, in general, not able to distinguish between thermodynamically stable and metastable high-density structures. With no doubts, however, the simulated structures are metastable in certain ranges of density. This is sufficient to comupte their elastic compliances by using the strain-fluctuation method [12] . Despite the anisotropy of all the studied structures and the anisotropy of the intermolecular interactions of the heptamers, the results shown in Tables 2-4 indicate that the obtained method is sufficiently well convergent to give results within an accuracy of a few percent. This encourages one to apply this method to more complex systems.
The data obtained in this paper can be used to extend possible tests of theoretical approximations for the elastic constants to anisotropic molecular systems.
It is worth to stress that some dense structures found in the heptamer system show negative values of the Poisson's ratio. This result may have interesting consequences for some granular systems.
